

 


Editorial

T

he first quarter of 2021 has seen the rise of a
movement that could change the government,
and the culture, of this nation.

Since the original women’s liberation movements
of the 20th century, the women’s movement has
retained enormous power and potential power,
precisely because of the ongoing injustices and
inequalities that women must fight, and fight again.
The March for Justice, previously the Women’s
March for Justice, is another manifestation of this
movement, which has been capable of inspiring
new generations of women and their allies. Some
have compared this, and the climate movement,
to other movements that have stalled or struggled
to reproduce the level of interest and activism of
previous years. For example, it is often pointed out
by friend and foe alike, that the union movement in
this country is shrinking in density, and therefore
relevance.
The union movement, in this country at least, is
led by women. Sharan Burrow, Sally McManus
and Michele O’Neil, lead the ITUC and the ACTU,
and many individual unions are led by women. The
‘average unionist’ is now a woman.
It was no surprise then, that in many cases the March
for Justice called on women in the union movement
when it came to giving expression and voice to the
rage that so many women felt. ASU NSW and ACT
Branch Secretary Natalie Lang’s stirring speech to
launch the march in Sydney was one such example,
and it was replicated around the country.
It was also the unions, such as the Australian
Services Union and the Nurses and Midwives,
that had specific policy and institutional proposals
ready, so that the outpouring of outrage and anger
at the femicide, sexual assaults, harassment and
dehumanising disrespect that oppress women as a
class, could be turned into achieving quantifiable
change. Because it is by successfully changing the
culture, the institutions, the policies and the power



relations that activists find their will to continue in
the face of often unbearable acts and unscalable odds.
We will need regular wins to reinforce the activism
and campaigning required to make the massive
cultural and economic change necessary to truly
liberate women and create genuine equality. In that
spirit, SEARCH members are strongly encouraged
to get behind the ASU’s We Won’t Wait campaign
for domestic violence leave, and to check out in this
edition two articles on the Nurses’ campaigns for
Aged Care reform. Also see the discussion by Tom
McDonald, on the relevance and the success of the
modern union movement, which outlines why the
unions are just as important and relevant as ever,
in no small part because of the new generation of
leaders.
There is a great deal more in this first edition for
2021 but we would be remiss not to particularly
mention the recent passing of our comrade George
Zangalis - see the back pages for a tribute to George
and his wonderful and rewarding life as an activist.
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Make a submission to support a constitutionally
enshrined Voice. Submissions extended to 30 April 2021.

T

he campaign for Voice Treaty Truth is at a
crucial stage, where ‘people power’ is needed
to demonstrate that thousands of Australians
support a Constitutionally-guaranteed Voice for
indigenous people. SEARCH is encouraging all
members and supporters to make a submission
to the government’s Interim Co-Design Report,
emphasising these three points, as outlined by
the From the Heart campaign’s website (www.
fromtheheart.com.au):

Options for submissions:
Option 1: Go to the From the Heart website and make
your own submission following their instructions
(fromtheheart.com.au/make-a-submission/)
There are many submissions already on the site, these
provide a good example of what you can include in your
submission.
Option 2: Cut, paste and personalise the wording from
the sample submission on the following page (page 3) to
make your submission.

1. The government must honour its election
commitment to a referendum once the model
for the Voice has been settled;

Option 3: Go to the From the Heart website and
complete the guided online survey from the Make a
Submission Link (https://fromtheheart.com.au/make-asubmission/)

2. Enabling legislation for the Voice must be
passed after a referendum has has been held in
the next term of Parliament; and

For more information, visit:

3. The membership model for the National Voice
must ensure previously unheard Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people have the
same chance of being selected as established
leadership figures.

From the Heart (https://fromtheheart.com.au/)
UNSW law centre:
https://www.ilc.unsw.edu.au/uluru-statement-heart
https://www.law.unsw.edu.au/research/impact/drivingconstitutional-recognition-of-first-nations-peoples

More information about the co-design process can be
found at the From the Heart website (fromtheheart.com.
au/).

https://www.indigenous.unsw.edu.au/unsw-indigenouslaw-centre
https://www.nuragili.unsw.edu.au/truth-uluru-dialogueseminar-series
(Continued over page)

SEARCH Members at a Voice Treaty Truth action in Cronulla, February 16, 2020.





 

(Continued from previous page)

Option 2: Sample Submission – Indigenous Interim Voice Co-Design
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission in response to the Indigenous Voice Discussion Paper.
When writing your personal submission, we recommend including:
a) A personal statement about who you are and your relationship/commitment to the issue.
(For example),
I live on the land of the Gadigal people [or insert name of the nation you live on]. My submission, therefore,
comes from the recognition of the violent colonisation of this land, as well as a commitment to justice to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.
b) A statement about the lack of recognition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait peoples in the current constitution.
(For example),
The Australian constitution, since its inception, has served to benefit white Australians at the expense of the
country’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. It’s time to make a change. It is time for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander voices to be enshrined in the constitution, to negotiate treaties with traditional custodians
and for all Australians to gain a better understanding of the land we inhabit. Only then can we begin the processes of healing this divided nation.
c) These three statements:
The core of our submission is to see these three points enacted:
1. The government must honour its election commitment to a referendum once the model for the Voice has been
settled;
2. Enabling legislation for the Voice must be passed after a referendum has been held in the next term of Parliament; and
3. The membership model for the National Voice must ensure previously unheard Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people have the same chance of being selected as established leadership figures.
Enshrining the Voice for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in the Constitution will contribute to a
just recognition for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and progress the struggle for sovereignty and
self-determination.
I thank you for considering my submission and look forward to your considered response.
Kind Regards,
[Your name]
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Unionism - Yesterday and Tomorrow
Tom McDonald

U

nionism has never been more than 55% of
the workforce. Unionism has always been
strongly opposed by a powerful section of
the employing class and their political ally known
today as the Coalition Party.

True Believers
The biggest factor of all was the ending of compulsory
unionism. The unions were made up of two groups – one
I call true-believers and the other I call conscripts.
In the 70’s the law gave preference at the points of
employment to unionists. In addition unionists working
for major employers enforced a “no union ticket – no
job” policy. When the preference to unionist laws were
abolished and the “no ticket no start” was outlawed vast
numbers of conscripts resigned from the union.

Labor Governments have always supported unionism.
Our Conciliation and Arbitration and award system has
always recognised the union’s lawful right to represent
unionists and non-unionists and their decisions have
benefited all workers.
This fact partly explains why some of the 45% of
workers, don’t see the need to be in the union to get the
benefits of unionists.

The other factor was that many workers decided to
become self-contractors and many others were forced
to become contractors or no job. The majority of
contractors did not see the need to be in a union. One of
the exceptions was the lorry-owners drivers who became
members of the TWU.

The creation of the ACTU in 1927 was important because
it laid the foundation to unite unions.
The Cold War Period

The Accord Era 1983-96

The 1950s and 60’s was the era of the cold war where
the employing class and their allies sought to destroy the
Left Wing of the ALP and the Communist lead unions.

Some critics of the Accord say it was the Accord and
wage restraint that led to the decline in unionism. The
decline began before the Accord era.

They set up a break-away party to the ALP called the
Democratic Labour Party. That party gave it’s preferences
to the Liberal Party that kept them in government until
1972. This gave the employing class a long period of
time to attack militant unionism.

The Australian people in 1983 elected a Labor
Government led by Hawke and Keating because of their
Accord policies. Had there been no Accord, Labor would
not have won government. The Accord gave the ACTU/
Hawke Government 13 years of time to implement a
progressive agenda of reforms.

Unions were deregistered and the Right Wing of the
Trade Union Movement co-operated with the employers
in setting up break-away unions. Militant unions were
heavily fined when their members went on strike. This
resulted in 1968 of over one million workers going on
a 24 hours national strike. The result was employers
abandoned using the Penal Powers laws to fine unions
for a period.

This prevented for 13 years, the Howard ultra-right from
having the power of government to implement their
agenda. The existence of the Accord saved our system
of industrial relations from being destroyed and replaced
by the American system of a deregulated labour market
where the employers had a monopoly of power.
The 13 years also enabled the ACTU to build the power
that would be needed to defeat the Howard -led far-right
forces when they became government.

Union Density Declined
The decline of union density began in the 1970’s
even though the 70’s were a decade of militant union
struggle and victories such as 4 weeks annual leave, full
workers comp, legally recognised joint employer safety
committees thirty eight hour week in the form of RDOs.
Significant over-award wage increases were won.

The greatest achievement was the creation of our safety
net with a minimum wage and an extensive list of major
reforms. Of great importance was the fact that the safety
net, not only protected unionist but also non-unionists.
So when the Howard Liberal Party sought to destroy the
safety net called Fight Back in 1993 and 2006/7 called
Work Choices, unionists and non-unionists united to
protect the safety net.

But despite these positives, union membership continued
to decline. Contributing factors were – demarcation
wars between competing unions that divided workers.
There were also membership wars, ultra- militant and
anarchists tactics used that didn’t help

(Continued over page)
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Did the Accord Disempower Workers?

unionise their enterprise, some employees could not
aﬀord to be in a union, others who worked for small
employers, particularly those that lived and worked in
the countryside and had no contact with a unions, did not
become members.

Let’s talk about winning industry based universal super.

ACTU Role

In the early 1980s powerful financial institutions such
as banks and Life Insurance Companies were united
in opposition to industry superannuation and they had
the support of big business and the Howard -led Liberal
Party.

In my view the greatest achievement of the ACTU was
to create the safety net of entitlements that the employers
and Coalition Parties could not destroy.

As a result , the Hewson-Howard Government failed to
win the 1993 election and lost government in the 2007
election.

Another great achievement was to win industry based
superannuation. It gave unionism a new image as a result
of six million workers who were loyal to those funds for
the way unions managed them and it flowed on in the
form of respect for trade unions.

The struggle was fought on many fronts and the ACTU
developed strategies and tactics to give the labour
movement the power to win.

The impact of workers capital on the economy and jobs
etc. deepened that respect.

Some of the key areas of struggle was about two sets
of values – socialist values versus capitalist values. It
was about creating workers capital, not capitalist capital.
It was a struggle of militant action. In 1986 the SMH
reported that workers had engaged in strike actions
across 17 industries that involved 55,000 working days
being lost.

The ACTU developed a successful strategy to create a
more united led trade union movement. It changed the
composition of the ACTU Executive to what it is today
by making it a joint women and men lead movement.
It developed a training scheme that turned a thousand
activists into capable union leaders. Sally McManus was
one of those.

The ACTU strategy led to many sections of the employers
moving from opposition to support and to the isolation
of the ideologically driven far-right.

The ACTU helped re-structure the union movement
from 303 unions to the main 17 super unions. As a result
workers on the job ceased to be divided into several
unions and became more united in one or two unions.

I call the winning of Industry Based Super as the quiet
revolution because it led to industry super becoming
the very opposite to the corporate retail system of
superannuation. Recruiting 6 million workers to become
members of industry funds was a great achievement.

The ACTU leadership changed the method of election to
the Executive in a way that ensured that Left, Right and
Centre unions were represented on the Executive.

Unionism declined in the 80s
Union density was a major victim of globalisation.
Globalisation led to some of our industries going
overseas and other enterprises in various industries
going out of business.

The ACTU took strategical thinking and planning and
more creative and eﬀective forms of tactics to a new
level.

Globalisation and new technology and methods of
work and things like containerisation greatly reduced
the workforce in unionised industries in particular and
there was a sharp fall in the level of unionisation. New
industries emerged that were mainly in the servicing
industries such as tourism where there was already
a low level of unionisation. So union density was the
victim.

We have a proud history of achievement. We have many
wonderful stories to tell. We have fought to create a
fairer Australia. We have fought to create more civilised
and safe workplaces.

Our History

Militant unionism along with our unity and solidarity
has delivered many gains.We have had some outstanding
leaders who think and plan strategically. We have fought
and won probably the best safety net on the minimum
wage and entitlements in the world. Our strategy has
been to improve the quality of life of all workers and to
protect those in need and those without power.

Another main reason was that more workers decided
to become self-employed contractors and many others
forced to become contractors or have no job. Most of
them considered they did not need to be in a union.
Some employers used their right to hire and fire to de-

The ACTU developed a positive and constructive
relationship with Labor Governments which helped
(Continued over page)
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achieve our Agenda.

and part-time employment with full-time jobs. Ending
bodgy contract systems. Helping to ensure Australia is
a positive force in tackling the Global Warming crisis.

Unfinished Business
There is a lot of unfinished union business and struggle
ahead. Protecting our safety net is one. Preserving our
award system in another. Creating a better and fairer
system of collective bargaining. Reducing casual work

To win the future we need to recruit more workers to join
the ranks of our army of activists.

QNMU’s Aged Care
Campaign

such contracts speak up, their hours are cut. If the IR
Omnibus Bill is passed, the situation for casual staﬀ will
deteriorate even further.

Patricia Hovey

R

epresentatives of the Queensland Nurses and
Midwives Union (QNMU) spoke at the February meeting of the Brisbane Vintage Reds
Retired Unions Network on the national campaign,
Because We Care. This is a long-running campaign
started in 2009 by the Australian Nurses and Midwives Federation (ANMF) to tackle ineﬃciencies
arising from the 1997 Aged Care Act and the funding model which are not fit for purpose. The campaign ramped up in late 2020 in response to draft
recommendations by the Royal Commission into
Aged Care.

The QNMU manages over 90 EBAs and supports a return to industry bargaining. Speakers said it is very hard
to hold the line when many agreements are ongoing so
there is no opportunity to renegotiate them. The ACTU
has pulled together the ANMF, United Workers Union
and Health Services Union for the Aged Care Campaign.
Transparency and accountability improvements are vital
as there is no way to know where public money is going. The unions representing aged care workers say that
regulation of all workers is essential. Many provider’s
facilities managers have no nursing experience.

Speakers told the meeting that 75% of the workforce
is unregulated with the proportion of Registered and
Enrolled Nurses much lower than Care Workers. The
Federation is campaigning for much higher ratios. At
present 50% of the aged care workforce are unregulated
care workers and unions have identified serious deficiencies in regulation, oversight and governance, issues also
identified by the Royal Commission.

There is a strong possibility that the Federal Government
will argue that they can’t aﬀord to implement the Royal
Commission’s recommendations due to the huge debt
resulting from the pandemic. There is strong community
support for the recommendations to be implemented.
At the national and state levels, the campaign is demanding:

The aged care sector is largely outsourced to private providers and needs regulation with teeth. There is a lack of
transparency with providers making their biggest profits
from government funding and while the sector has been
inquired into and reported on repeatedly, there has been
no action by successive governments.

• Mandated minimum staﬃng levels;
• Legislated requirements for governance, leadership
and expertise;
• Legislated transparency and accountability;
• Transparency and accountability for use of funds for
care, public reporting of data, funding and outcomes;

The core tasks of the campaign are:
• Improved staﬃng and skill mix

• Independent assessment for funding based on resident
need;

• Improved wages and conditions – care workers are
paid about $20/hr and are among the working poor.

• Ensure workforce capacity and capability;

• Increased transparency

• Regulation of quality and safety in aged care.

As became apparent at the height of the COVID crisis,
many aged care staﬀ are forced to work across several facilities to earn anything like a living wage. QNMU
speakers reported members being given minimum hours
contracts for as little as 16hr/fortnight. If members on

The final Royal Commission Report was released on 26
February 2021 and on 1 March there were rallies outside
the oﬃces of targeted MPs who have not committed to
supporting implementation of the RC recommendations.
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Far Reaching Reform of Funding and Services Crucial for
Aged Care
Dr Tristan Ewins

T

he Aged Care Royal Commission had laid
down its findings. These should be the
source of great shame for the Government.
But also for Labor – who failed to prioritise the
issue over the decades as well. It now falls to Labor
Federal Opposition Leader Anthony Albanese to
drop the ‘small target, ‘no new taxes’ policy and
promise to fund comprehensive, needs-based Aged
Care with ongoing and significant progressive tax
reform. Labor could plan for incremental reform
over a ten year timeframe, peaking at 5 per cent of
GDP in new progressive taxation. But aiming for
1% to 1.5% of GDP in a first term.

residents in around 6 minutes: which must surely impact
on the quality of care. And involve significant trauma.
Food is often cheap and un-nutritious. Dental care and
other Allied health services are not always adequate.
Often ‘life’ consists of being sat down in front of a TV in
a common room all day.
Sometimes people develop bedsores or lay in their own
urine or excrement because there is inadequate supervision. There is a desperate need for more facilitated
social interaction, and excursions for those capable.
People need sunlight, privacy, pleasant surrounds, gardens, books, things to do and aspire to. Rather than receiving specialist care, those with dementia are often
literally ‘tied down’, or ‘knocked out’ by heavy application of anti-psychotic medications.

After scrutiny from the ABC especially in recent years,
It should come as little surprise that the Australian Aged
Care system has been found to be subject to appalling
neglect. ‘The Guardian’ reports that after over 20 years
of ‘eﬃciency dividends’ almost $10 billion a year had
eﬀectively been ripped out of the Aged Care budget.
This funding – and more – needs to be restored.

A largely privatised system has faced inadequate government scrutiny. With funding already critically low,
pressures to provide profits and dividends have driven a
culture of ‘cutting corners’ in the industry, to residents’
detriment.

The Royal Commission has found that since its inception – with the 1997 Aged Care Act – the aim of the
system has been to cap costs rather than ensure quality. Australia spends less than half the amount provided
for proportionately in the Netherlands for instance. To
improve quality, and wind back inequitable user-pays,
funding needs to at least double.

Many who require Aged Care would prefer to stay at
home with assistance packages. (this is also more efficient in terms of necessary funding) But waiting lists
have hovered at around the 100,000 mark. Many thousands die every year waiting for care that is never delivered. This is also unfair for Carers.
Scott Morrison has injected almost half a billion into the
system in response to the Commission’s findings. But
this is only a small fraction of what is needed. He claims
reform will take ‘years’ ; but in fact the government is
still focused on containing costs as opposed to fixing
the system. They hope that – with time – people will
‘forget’ – and pressures for tax reform will recede. Their
‘low tax credentials’ are more important to them than
our vulnerable elderly. Over the long term, Labor is partly to blame as well. If Aged Care was prioritised as much
as Covid, reform could be implemented more rapidly.

On the understanding that the system has been under-resourced for decades, now, Aged Care has lacked nurse
and aged care worker ratios. Many workers lack skills,
are under-paid, and are demoralised. Casualised labour
is common, and makes it diﬃcult for staﬀ to form relationships with residents. Workers often need to move between several workplaces. Experts informing the Royal
Commission have concluded that residents require at
least 200 minutes of personalised care a day. (including
40 minutes with a Registered Nurse)
It is also notable that about 25% of elderly Australians
(over 70) suﬀer chronic social isolation ; and this needs
to be addressed as much as purely-physical needs.

Aged Care ‘for profit’ is part of the problem ; but notfor-profits have a hard time sustaining the necessary
staﬀ, infrastructure and services also. Profiteers should
be driven out of the system. Government and not-forprofits should step in to fill the void.

Further ; physical or sexual abuse aﬀects between 13%
and 18% of residents, and much greater oversight is necessary to defend their rights and dignity.

A robust, dedicated and progressively-structured Aged
Care Levy could raise at least $16 billion to be redirected
into the system ; enhancing health and social services,

Because of inadequate ratios it is not uncommon for
aged care workers to try and dress and shower elderly

(Continued over page)
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regardless of what that means for cost. Government
oversight needs to consider ‘basics’ like food and staﬀing ratios ; but also broader ‘quality of life’ issues. In the
future one priority should be keeping the elderly ‘connected’ with internet access.

improving ratios of aged care workers and nurses , ensuring more personal attention for residents and those
requiring care-at-home. Capital should also pay its
share, with Company Tax rising by at least one per cent.
Overall, progressive tax should rise as soon as possible (over the short term) by over one per cent of GDP
– maybe even 1.5% of GDP. (ie: somewhere between
about $16 billion and $24 billion a year) The Morrison
Government needs to be pressed to implement these reforms immediately ; but otherwise a new Labor Government needs to implement such change in its first term.

SEARCH needs to mobilise its resources to campaign
for extensive Aged Care reform now; as well as reform
for mental health, NDIS, Jobseeker, and other pensions.
Aged Care and Mental Health especially are ‘in the public eye’ for now. We need to maintain and increase the
momentum for change while we have the chance. These
need to be key issues for the coming election, and also
in the development of Labor’s National Platform. (a
Special Conference is being held near the end of March
2021– this month!)

Labor needs to ‘break the bipartisan consensus of neglect’ and run hard on tax reform for Aged Care, as well
as mental health and supporting the National Disability
Insurance Scheme. (NDIS) Jobseeker needs to rise by
at least $100 a week, and maybe more. Other pensions
could also be strengthened. There is widespread public
support for tax reform if tied to crucial areas of public
need.

Activists and parliamentarians are placed to make a difference in unions, social movements, government and
the broader Party. We need to attempt to lead debate and
apply pressure as best we can while there is a ‘window
of opportunity’ for change.

More is needed over the long term to achieve a social
wage and welfare state of Nordic proportions. Provision
of care needs to be ‘needs based’ rather than ‘capped’

What is to be done
Reg Wilding

T

he emergence of China as a world power
will be at the centre of the post Covid-19
world. America replaced the old colonial
powers because it had a dominant economy built
during WWII when it supplied the armaments that
helped us to defeat Hitler.

socialism was disbanded by Stalin, anti-socialism still
dominated American policy. President Trump blamed
everything on socialism from global warming to the
Covid virus.
The brutal suppression of socialism that began with
Paris Commune has entered a new (last) phase with the
emergence of China’s brand of socialism. The tactics
being employed by China are dominated, as in the past,
by the current state of the world.

China’s economy challenging America’s world domination is based on the new technology that is transforming
the world. And it is this struggle between the two world
powers that will determine the character of the next
stage of history. Just as past inventions have produced
past history.

Is it a version of the New Economic Policy (NEP)
introduced by Lenin after the victorious October Revolution, where the emphasis was on employing existing capitalist production to secure a strong economic
socialist base?

World trade is the other struggle between the two world
powers for world domination. At its centre is China’s
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), which is opposed by
America, who also is demanding the same opposition
from other counties including Australia. The facts are
the (BRI) is being welcomed by many countries and is
winning the trade war.

I argue that it is and it means ‘we have a dog in this
fight’ like we had in our communist past.

The tactics of the Cold War against Soviet Russia are
being employed against China. Even though Soviet
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United States – Australia’s Defender or Economic
Competitor?
Abe David

A

ll relationships of purpose must have mutual benefits to last beyond a brief transaction. America and Australia are in a deep
relationship at least from Australia’s side, which
is of dependence. America is our great protector
deeply embedded in the Australian psyche developing from the Pacific War with Japan in WWII.

and security spending increases benefitting US military
corporations.

But in economic terms, the US, while being Australia’s
biggest investor in many spheres is also our major competitor in terms of trade. Most of our trade is with Asia,
led overwhelmingly by China with up to 35 to 40%,
with Japan coming in second at 16%.

Australia is a useful and captive part of US power – as
other countries are in other parts of the world. In Asia,
Japan is in a similar relationship with the US but with
diﬀerent historical, circumstantial and cultural influences.

But in the areas of agriculture, energy exports and some
minerals the US is our biggest competitor, e.g. wheat,
beef, cotton, barley, gas, coking and steaming coal. In
the service sector, Australian construction, architecture,
engineering, finance, accounting, legal, health and education sectors we find ourselves in competition to US
firms and institutions. In the China trading area which
is now entering a particularly competitive stage we find
the US as our ally is taking over markets by attempting
to force China to purchase American goods through
managed trade – agriculture and energy in particular –
this is to our great disadvantage.

We were defended by US power in WWII. Japan was
defeated by US power. Australia’s Anglo-Saxon base
has made cultural penetration much easier than in
Japan. Australia finds itself alongside other vassal states
in a dependent position – but with less independence in
an ability to pursue its own interests, than say Israel and
Saudi in the Middle East, South Korea and Taiwan in
North Asia, and the UK and Germany in Europe. This
is Australia’s dilemma – being a client state.

3. Influx of the Fracking Gas Model that has developed
in the US as a core part of energy supply.
4. Competition for our markets by US competitors
especially in the case of North Asian exports.

US capital in this current crisis is consolidating in many
areas and is being pulled apart by private equity financialisaton. US capital is also divesting from Australia –
in energy, the US majors Chevron, Exon, ConocoPhillips have or are selling assets. US manufacturers many
of whom have been ravaged by private equity are also
selling out of Australia (e.g. Campbells, Owens-Illinois) to either private equity or, in the case of Fosters,
to Asian corporations. Australian corporations are also
consolidating assets, ‘buying back the farm’ – e.g.
Woodside/Santos in energy, and Visy in packaging.
This trend will continue with private equity playing the
role of catalyst.

Have you renewed your
SEARCH membership
for 2021?
Your continuing membership ensures that we can continue to publish SEARCH News, host public
events, and run education seminars
for emerging activists.
It is easy to renew online at:
search.org.au/renew_your_membership

In summary, our relationship with the US – our main
investor, is characterised by four features:

To pay by phone or check on your
renewal status, call the oﬃce on
(02) 9698 4918, or email
admin@search.org.au

1. The flow of private equity into the Australian corporate space, both public and private assets (as discussed
above in Private Equity article).
2. The profitable locking in of Australia’s defence
spending to US economic interests – as Australia’s
security dependence on the US increases and defence
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The costs and consequences of the Australia-US alliance.
What are the alternatives?
Nick Deane

M

ost SEARCH members would vividly recall the huge demonstrations against the
invasion of Iraq, that took place in February 2003. Older members will also remember opposition to the war in Vietnam.

tion of Taiwan as ‘Australia’s Front Line’ are distinctly
unreassuring.
It is time for an alternative approach to Australia’s foreign policy. And a chance to express an alternative position is being oﬀered by the Independent and Peaceful Australia Network (IPAN). Last November IPAN
launched its People’s Inquiry exploring the case for a
peaceful and independent Australia. Any person or group
with an interest in Australia’s defence and foreign policies should take the opportunity to join the conversation,
get their thoughts into order and prepare a submission.
No qualification is needed and a submission can be as
short or long as its author wishes. The more submissions
received, the greater the impact of the inquiry’s final report, which is to be compiled under the inquiry’s Chair,
human rights lawyer Kellie Tranter.

These wars have some common features. Australia involved itself in both of them; the countries under attack
were distant from Australia, and neither of them posed
any threat whatever to Australia. Also, and significantly,
both wars were instigated by the United States of America.
Despite this record, especially the fact that Australia was
‘suckered into joining the Iraq debacle, Australia’s military connections with the USA have continued to grow
deeper and stronger. To use current jargon, they are ‘enhanced at each, annual AUSMIN meeting. The ADF’s
obsession with ‘interoperability’ and the ongoing presence of US marines in Darwin are testament to this.

More details about the inquiry can be found here:https://independentpeacefulaustralia.com.au
A number of submissions have already been received;
they will be collected until the end of July. If anyone
needs assistance in the mechanics of making a submission, there is an inquiry helpdesk on the website or you
can contact Nick Deane on 0420 526 929.

Tensions are growing between the USA and China, with
Taiwan a possible flashpoint. There is a distinct risk that
Australia may become involved in war between those
two great powers sooner or later. As things stand, and
unless they change, if the USA and China engage in actual hostility, there can be no doubt that Australia would
involve itself. The prevalent rhetoric against China and
the Australian Strategic Policy Institute’s characterisa-

Nick Deane is one of two NSW representatives on the national committee of the Independent and Peaceful Australia Network (IPAN).

Subscribe to the SEARCH Foundation YouTube Channel!





 

Red tagging in Australia: Whose Side is the Government
On?
Gill H. Boehringer

I

t is the duty of the Australian government to
protect the citizens of this country. It is hardly
necessary to even make that point, especially in
a country that prides itself on being democratic.

Australia and have had diﬃculties in their lives here.
Those same CSOs were accused of funding the New
People’s Army! This is laughable, or would be if it was
not dangerous for members of those organizations.
First, these organizations operate within the laws of
Australia and have their funds monitored. Second, they
operate on a shoestring financially. Third, the Philippine
government has claimed for decades that the NPA funds
itself by imposing “revolutionary taxes” on corporate
entities such as mining and plantation companies.

In the past year there have been two, related, events
that raise the question: is the government protecting our
interests?
First, in February 2020 Major General Antonio Parlade,
Jr. of the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) led
a military delegation to Australia in order to malign
a number of individual Aussies and legal Australian
civil society organizations (CSO), including Migrante
Australia and Gabriela Australia. He claimed that the
targets of his invective were “supporters, financiers of
Communist Terror Groups” in the Philippines. Such
comments are called “red tagging” in the Philippines.
They are often followed by the shooting death of those
red tagged. It is widely believed that those murders
have been committed by state forces or hard core Duterte “vigilantes”. But no one has been brought to trial let
alone convicted. It appears there is systemic impunity
for such killings.

What was most concerning was the warning made by
General Parlade to the audiences. Do not associate with
any of the individuals red tagged nor with members
of the CSOs named. There was no doubt in the minds
of the audience that “or else” was an unspoken threat
accompanying the warning.
The second event was a virtual Zoom meeting on 11
February 2021. Some attendees have labelled it “Parlade 2.0”. Invitations from the Philippine Embassy
went out the previous day to selected individuals and
Filipino-Australian community associations across the
country. No one else was allowed to attend the meeting.
Some without invitations were refused entry. Attendees
report that there was little opportunity for discussion,
rather they were subjected to a stream of “military propaganda” for several hours.

The General made his claims in a Canberra meeting
with oﬃcials of the Department of Foreign Aﬀairs and
Trade (DFAT). He then repeated the red tagging in two
community meetings in Melbourne and Campbelltown,
near Sydney. The meetings were organized by Philippine consular oﬃcials. Invitations were sent out to a select group of individuals and community associations.

Once again there was red tagging, almost entirely
aimed at the CSOs. That tactical change seems to be a
response to the great pressure the Duterte government
is under internationally. It faces possible prosecution by
the International Criminal Court and has been heavily criticised by human rights organizations such as
Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch. In
June 2020 the UN Human Rights Oﬃce released the
damning Report of the High Commissioner Michelle
Bachelet.

Ostensibly the meetings were to inform Filipino-Australians about the “Peace Process” that had been a part
of the Duterte Presidential campaign agenda in 2016.
But according to statements of participants, those meetings were not about bringing peace through a process
of dialogue and negotiations which had been on and oﬀ
for several years. For almost the entire meeting, using a
Power Point Presentation, General Parlade lashed out,
red tagging a number of Australian citizens who have
been critical of the Duterte drug war, the Extra Judicial
Killings and other policies and programs of the Duterte
government. Ironically, they have also been critical of
Duterte’s discontinuation of the actual peace process,
for the negotiators had made considerable progress.

In September 2020 the UN Human Rights Council
(UNHRC) took note of the abhorrent record of human
rights violations under the Duterte government. Many
hundreds have been killed across most sectors of civil
society, including human and environmental rights defenders; peasants; indigenous people and their leaders:
educators; trade unionists; religious leaders; lawyers,
journalists and doctors. All of these with almost total
impunity.

The General also red tagged the CSOs who are doing
humanitarian work with Filipinos who have come to
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Disappointingly, and surely naively, UNHRC recommended that the Philippine government should receive
technical assistance to deal with the array of human
rights violations and the systemic failure to bring culprits to justice.
Much of the pressure results from the impact of the
work of solidarity and support groups around the globe,
including many overseas Filipino CSOs and community
associations. They expose the truth about the drug war,
aka the “war on the poor”, in which tens of thousands
have been executed without legal process; and constantly expose, criticise and demonstrate against other
EJKs and human rights abuses in the Philippines.
The daily fare for activists, critics of the government as
well as ordinary folks such as Indigenous people who
live on land wanted by mining and plantation companies, is to face harassment, threats, trumped up charges
and assassination. Of course there is resistance to such
actions by state forces. The government has introduced
the draconian Anti-Terror Act to try to strengthen its
hold on power and weaken the resistance. The Act
increases the capacity to arrest and detain those seen
as “enemies” of the government. Red tagging is a part
of the government’s new strategy for silencing and
destroying the democratic resistance to its aggressive
assault on human rights.

Activist Lina Cabaero (Photo: Philippines Australia Union Link)

That an Australian government agency prefers to keep
secret the details of its conversation with a foreign
military delegation in which the reputations of Australian citizens and that of legal organisations have been
impugned, is unjust, an abdication of the government’s
duty to protect. There are limits to “in confidence”. The
rights of citizens should be protected, not traded oﬀ for
the sake of good relations with a murderous regime.

General Parlade’s role in the new repression is crucial.
As a prominent spokesperson of the National Task
Force to end Local Communist Local Armed Conflict
(NTF ELCAC) he has been the Red Tagger -in-Chief,
both in the Philippines but overseas.

To make matters worse, according to the few lines in
the FOI documents that were not exempt, DFAT welcomed the red tagging and happily agreed to cooperate
with the Philippines, encouraging Parlade to supply
more such information.

Red tagging in Australia creates real dangers to Australians, also to their relatives in the Philippines. Those
who General Parlade and his colleagues red tagged
have a justifiable concern for their safety. Indeed, some
well known activists and CSOs here have already been
defamed, even threatened, online.

Worse still, the agency has done nothing to engage with
those red tagged to learn their side of the damaging
and dangerous narrative peddled by General Parlade
and those who spoke on the virtual Forum recently.
Nor have they taken steps to stop the Philippine military from continuing to put the lives and reputations of
Australians in danger through these community meetings deceptively billed as opportunities to learn about
a “peace process” that no longer exists, having been
replaced by a campaign of repression.

What is the attitude of the Australian government? It
appears that they value the relationship with the murderous Duterte regime more than the safety of their
citizens.
In response to a Freedom of Information (FOI) request
to DFAT seeking to know precisely what General
Parlade and his crew had presented to DFAT oﬃcials,
DFAT/FOI refused to provide the requested documents
because they were “exempt” on grounds that to release
them would be a “breach of confidence” and could
“harm Australia’s international relationships”. The
refusal is under “Internal Review” at DFAT.



The Australian Government needs to do better. Not
happy ScoMo!
This article was originally published in Batingaw, issue
53.



 

Australian government should stop blocking trade rule
changes for equitable global vaccine access
Dr Patricia Ranald

I

n October last year India and South Africa formally asked the World Trade Organisation to
waive certain provisions of the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement for
the duration of the COVID-19 pandemic.

maceutical companies to buy most of the world’s current
manufacturing capacity at prices developing countries
cannot aﬀord. Philanthropic schemes like GAVI and
COVAX provide limited amounts of vaccines to low income countries, but are also based on negotiations with
pharmaceutical companies. Australia has donated very
limited sums for vaccines in the Pacific Islands and some
South East Asian countries. A recent “Quad” meeting of
Australia, US, India and Japan oﬀered some expansion
of these programs for strategic rather than humanitarian
reasons in response to China’s oﬀer of generic vaccines
in the region.

The TRIPS agreement entrenches 20 year monopolies
for pharmaceutical companies on vaccines, medicines
and medical equipment. Existing “flexibilities” in the
agreement intended to allow governments to suspend
monopolies and manufacture or import cheaper generic
versions of vaccines leave control in the hands of pharmaceutical companies. Each low income country must
negotiate quantities and price for each vaccine with each
pharmaceutical company, a process which experts estimate will delay access to vaccines to most people in low
income countries for 3 years.

Under these conditions experts estimate than 85 developing countries will not have widespread access to
COVID-19 vaccines before 2023. Young, healthy people
in rich countries are being vaccinated before frontline
workers and at-risk people in poorer countries.
But Australia and other high income countries have consistently put the profits of pharmaceutical companies
ahead of saving lives by blocking the waiver proposal
at three WTO meetings, the most recent held on March
10 11.

The World Health Organisation (WHO) Director-General has warned: “the world is on the brink of a catastrophic moral failure – and the price of this failure will
be paid with lives and livelihoods in the world’s poorest countries.” The WHO supports the waiver and has
urged global cooperation by governments to treat vaccines, treatments and equipment as global public goods
through sharing of intellectual property and technology
and scaling up production where it is needed.

AFTINET is a sponsor of a letter from 18 national organisations on March 10, including the ACTU, the Australian Council For International Development, the Salvation Army and the Public Health Association which
called on the Australian government to support the waiver proposal.

The waiver proposal is supported by over 100 of the 164
member countries of the WTO, and by over 408 civil
society organisations from around the world including
trade justice groups like AFTINET, global unions, public health and aid and development organisations. There
have been a series of social media campaigns to pressure the Australian and other governments which are
blocking the waiver, and the waiver proposal has been
favourably reported in mainstream media, including the
Sydney Morning Herald, the Guardian and the ABC.

Pharmaceutical companies, amongst the most profitable
in the world, argue that they need a 20 year monopoly as an incentive for research and distribution costs for
vaccines, The truth is that much basic research is publicly funded, and that pharmaceutical companies spend
more on advertising than they do on research. During
the pandemic governments have massively subsidised
the accelerated research needed to produce the vaccines
either through university funding, as for the Astrazeneca
vaccine, or through direct payments to pharmaceutical
companies.

The WTO normally operates on consensus. The waiver
is currently being blocked by a minority of high income
countries including Australia, the US, the EU, New Zealand, Canada and Norway, which are heavily influenced
by pharmaceutical companies who want to retain their
20 year monopoly over the manufacture of vaccines.

AFTIINET criticised the attempt by Australia and only
six other countries on March 11 to diﬀuse and delay the
WTO waiver proposal by arguing that the WTO leave
the current rules in place but should instead simply assist
developing countries in the negotiations with the phar-

High income countries have subsidised the rapid development of vaccines and have negotiated with the phar-
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The next WTO discussion of the waiver is to be held in
mid-April. India and South Africa may attempt a majority vote at the General Council, which WTO rules
allow if consensus cannot be reached. You can support
the waiver by sending a message to the Australian government and being ready to take more action in the next
wave of the campaign.

maceutical companies. Australian trade Minister Daniel
Tehan’s explanation of this proposal echoed the claims
of pharmaceutical companies by saying: “we’ve got to
make sure that there are some protections in place for
the millions of dollars that has gone into the research to
create these vaccines”.
The Australian proposal would still result in delays because access is ultimately controlled by the companies.
The temporary patent waiver is a quicker and fairer way
of ensuring access to vaccines..

Dr Patricia Ranald is the honorary convener of the Australian Fair Trade and Investment Network (AFTINET)
and an honorary research associate at the University of
Sydney.

Get your copy of Comrades! today.
Go to nibs.org.au to order.
The limited print run has almost sold out - fewer than 100
copies left. Get in quick!
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Review: A Long View from the Left
Russell Lansbury
Max Ogden, A Long View From the Left. Sydney: Bad Apple Press, 2020.

T

his is a fascinating book by one of the most
influential and politically active union oﬃcials of the past sixty years. Max Ogden’s
contributions have been significant not only within
the union movement in Australia but also across
the spectrum of the political Left. As noted in the
foreword to the book by Bill Kelty, former Secretary of the Australian Council of Trade Unions
(ACTU): ‘From leadership roles in the Eureka
Youth League, the Communist Party and as an
active participant in the ALP, he carried out a reputation as a Bologna socialist- practical, honest and
pragmatic advances for working people’.

Throughout this book, Max Ogden emphasizes the
importance of democratic values not only to the future
of society but also to ensure the sustainability of unions
and enterprises. A consistent theme is the need for
industrial democracy to ensure that ‘workers are treated
with fairness, dignity, and achieve more power over
their daily work’. Max Ogden is as critical of the union
movement as he is of management, political parties and
governments for failure to fulfil their responsibilities
to improve the lives of all sections of the Australian
community.
One small quibble is the lack of an index to assist the
reader to locate the many names and subjects mentioned in the book.

youth wing of the Communist Party.

Although this is not strictly a memoir, the book oﬀers
insights into the author’s personal history which helped
to shape his view of the world and his career in the
union movement. Max Ogden was born in 1938 in
Brunswick, then a working-class suburb of Melbourne,
to a politically active family who had struggled through
the Great Depression and saw the Communist Party
as providing the best hope for economic and social reform. Max Ogden became an apprentice fitter and turner at 16 and joined both the Amalgamated Engineering
Union (AEU) and its Youth Committee. He soon came
under the influence of Laurie Carmichael an active
member of the Communist Party and prominent union
leader. Not surprisingly, Max Ogden became a shop
steward as soon as he completed his five-year apprenticeship and was active in the Eureka Youth League, the

The book follows a chronological pattern charting Max
Ogden’s progression through the union movement and
the many political activities in which he was involved.
During the early 1960s, he travelled overseas, first, to
attend the World Festival of Youth and Students in Algeria, and then to the Soviet Union where he challenged
the ‘Stalinist elements’ among Communist Party oﬃcials he encountered. He was shocked by the Warsaw
Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia to replace Alexander
Dubcek, which led to a schism in the Communist Party
of Australia and caused many members to leave. Max
Ogden’s final break with the Party came with regret: ‘It
was clear that the shocking legacy of Stalinism weighed
too heavily on communism and socialism globally, as
every Communist party was facing similar problems’.
He then joined the ALP ‘because I felt there was no
(Continued over page)
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of Australian unions in this regard to the Nordic unions
which have been ‘much more successful at maintaining
their strategies even when conservative governments
have gained power’.

constructive criticism on the left, and because the ALP
(could) win government and make a diﬀerence’.
Ultimately, Max Ogden embraced the Nordic approach
to social democracy and admired the close association
between unions and Social Democratic parties in each
country, while keeping independent of each other. He
argued that the Nordic unions succeeded because they
maintained their membership density and avoided
reliance on government legislation. While these factors
were important, it also should be noted that a key to
the Nordic unions’ success was that they adopted the
‘Ghent system’. This enabled them to play a key role in
administering unemployment insurance, in cooperation
with government agencies, and to supplement these
benefits with union funds based on members’ contributions.

Max Ogden summarises the philosophical basis of his
contributions to the labour movement and wider society
as follows:
‘I have long believed that the sort of reform that is
both necessary and practical for workers, and that
opens the possibility of challenging the power of
management and capital, is what I’ve been referring
to as industrial democracy….Such reforms would be
reasonable, simply giving workers a say about their
work while also challenging traditional management
prerogatives’
The great value of this book is that it is based on the
experiences of a long-serving union and political activist who worked at the ‘grass roots’ of the labour movement, gained experience on the shop floor as a tradesperson and union delegate, pioneered labour education
and research, and participated in strategic decisions at
the highest level of the union movement. Max Ogden
believed in cooperating with governments of all persuasions and collaborating with employers to achieve a
fairer and better society for all.

Max Ogden’s book covers a wide range of trade union
activities in which he was involved, including his
pioneering work in union education, his influence on
some of the Left unions to support the Accord between
the ALP and the ACTU, and his role in achieving
industry-wide multi-union bargaining, particularly in
the food industry. In the final chapter he ponders the
future of unions in Australia and argues that ‘it’s time
for unions to completely rethink their long-term strategies…[They] should set long-term objectives that are
reviewed every five to ten years… The tactics used to
implement them, on the other hand, should [be] adapted
as new situations arise’. Again, he contrasts the failure

Long View From the Left is available at Gleebooks and
all good bookstores.

Write for us
Member contributions are always
welcome.
Submissions are accepted any
time of the year, for both the
quarterly publication and online.
If you have a piece you would
like to publish in SEARCH News
please email:
admin@search.org.au
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Review: WASHINGTON BULLETS A History of the CIA, Coups,
and Assassinations
Graham Drew

C

oming in at a hundred and sixty two pages,
Vijay Prashad’s “WASHINGTON BULLETS A History of the CIA, Coups, and
Assassinations” is truly a cover-to-cover read and,
as he correctly states, to have included footnotes,
references, afterthoughts, appendix and the like it
would ‘double its current size’ (p.155).

It would have also detracted from Prashad’s smooth
journalistic style which eﬀortlessly informs and reminds readers about the hegemonic actions of the
United States of America. Whilst it may sound like a
cliche, there is, in fact, something of interest virtually
on every page, for example reporting what John Bolton,
Trump’s once National Security Advisor, said in 2000,
‘If I were redoing the Security Council today, I’d have
one permanent member because that’s the real reflection of the distribution of power in the world’ (p.132).
There are many other examples which must be read in
context to be appreciated.

Movement and the courage of those countries, like
Cuba, and people’s movements that continue to stand
up to imperialism.
WASHINGTON BULLETS A History of the CIA, Coups,
and Assassinations is available from LeftWord Books
(mayday.leftword.com) and can be also purchased from
Monthly Review Press (monthlyreview.org).

Prashad’s book is a must read for every student of modern history as it is an accessible history of the modern
era that exposes the inhuman brutality of imperialism
and the courage of the “masses” - the people of our
world who so often are intimate with the trust and
cooperation so essential for human survival. This is a
book that not only helps to make sense of the modern
era but also as it gives the reader suﬃcient insight to
be a critical reader of both history and contemporary
media.


Content and accuracy of contributions is the
responsibility of the authors.
SEARCH Foundation - ACN 050 096 976
Suite 8 Level 5, 377-383 Sussex Street,
Sydney, NSW, 2000 AUSTRALIA
p: (02) 9698 4918 | e: admin@search.org.au
www.search.org.au

For those of us who lived in a world that had a Soviet
Union we have in “Washington Bullets” a history of
our solidarity activism here in Australia and for much
younger comrades this is a book that helps to make
sense of current geopolitics. For all readers this is a
book that gives purpose to knowing and informing our
family, our neighbours and all the people we encounter,
be it at work, in the street, or at the shops, in fact anywhere where we mix with our fellow humans.

President: Matt Kunkel
Vice President: Jacquie Widin
Treasurer: Helen Hewett
Committee Members:Brian Aarons, Zac
Gillies-Palmer, Patricia Hovey, Nadia
Montague, Peter Murphy, Ama Somaratna,
Carmen Blanco, Christopher Warren, Alex
Cassie, Iacovos Digenis
Executive Oﬃcer: Luke Whitington

Prashad has given us a book full of titbits that awakens understanding and encourages critical thought. He
outlines how tanks, banks, NGOs and the law have
savaged any people’s inspired sovereign attempt at
a humane society in the face of capitalism. We are
reminded of the hope embedded in the Non Alignment



This edition designed and produced by:
Victoria Brookman www.victoriabrookman.com
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Vale George Zangalis
1931-2021
Brian Aarons and Luke Whitington

G

eorge Zangalis, a lifelong communist,
socialist, union and migrant activist, and a
SEARCH Foundation member, died peacefully in his sleep in late March, just a few weeks
short of his 90th birthday.
He leaves a legacy of an amazing array of contributions
to Australian trade unions, migrant communities and
their media, the Communist Party of Australia (CPA)
and wider left and progressive movements.
George Zangalis was born in Greece in 1931, in the
village of Drymades, in far northern Epirus, a stone’s
throw from the border with Albania.
His father and brother had been involved in the Greek
resistance during the Second World War. In the tumult
of the civil war that followed, his family was fractured,
with George and his sister emigrating to Australia,
arriving in 1950.
George immediately became involved in the Eureka
Youth League and the Communist Party of Australia,
and began a life of activism in the trade union movement and among the rapidly growing migrant communities that were transforming Australia in the post-war
migrant boom.

this period. By the time George and Michael Tsounis
wrote Migrant Workers and Ethnic Minorities, adopted
by the Party at its 1979 26th Congress, he had helped
the Party garner over 1,000 Greek members and activists.

Working at General Motors Holden, and then on the
railways, before returning to the car industry in 1957
(at the CPA’s request), he proved to be a capable and effective organiser. Beginning as a shop steward and then
a deputy organiser at his union, he became a full-time
CPA organiser from 1960 to 1970.

George held a large range of positions in his rich and
varied life of activism, including SBS Board member;
President of the Australian Railways Union Victorian
Branch 1988-1996; Victorian Trades Hall Executive
member; and President of the ethnic communities radio
station 3ZZZ. He was a longstanding member of the
CPA Victorian State Committee and the National Committee, and Victorian State President in the 1980s.

The Greek members were the largest non-Anglo-Celtic
group in the Party and shaped much of its activism in

George was also an author, writing on the history of
migrant communities and the story of General Motors
in Australia.
For all this oﬃcial activism, George was denied Australian citizenship for over 22 years – such was his
perceived threat to the authorities. ASIO described him
as a ‘menace to society’ for his activism – a tribute to
his eﬀectiveness, leadership and popularity.
His former political adversaries eventually acknowledged his contribution to the life, welfare and democracy of Australia, with former Prime Minister John Howard writing to him in 2002 to award him the Centenary
(Continued over page)
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of Federation Medal for services to migrant workers
and the community.

Details of the event are:
When: Sunday 25 April at 2:30 pm

George was a radical activist right to the end. He participated in the SEARCH CPA Centenary celebrations
in October 2020 panel on the history of CPA activists in
migrant communities, and was President of the Fair Go
for Pensioners Coalition, campaigning for better aged
care and income support.

Where: Alphington Grammar Multi Purpose Andrianakos Centre (Greek Community’s Hall)
We will circulate any further details of this event by
email as they come to hand.
Instead of flowers, George’s family has asked people
to contribute to the digitisation and publication of
George’s ASIO file - all 12 folders of it.

A biography of George, by Jock Collins, was included in the recent book Comrades! Lives of Australian
Communists.

Acount Name: George Zangalis Memorial Account

George’s 90th birthday was to have been celebrated at
an event on 25 April in Melbourne, to acknowledge his
lifelong contribution to the labour movement, migrant
workers and Australia ’s ethnic minorities. This event
was initiated by Luba Grigorevich, the Secretary of
his union, the Rail, Tram and Bus Union (RTBU), and
Theo Markos, Vice President of the Greek Community, and co-sponsored by other organisations in which
George worked.

BSB: 313 140
Account No: 12325453
The SEARCH Foundation expresses its deep condolences to George’s partner of many years Cavell; his
children Vasso and Paul and their families; his four
grandchildren, who in his later years ‘kept him young’;
and his many friends and comrades.

This event will now become a celebration of George’s
long, full and eventful life, and his many contributions
to communist, socialist and progressive movements and
causes.

Vale comrade: you will be long remembered and your
contributions will live on.

George and his daughter Vasso.
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